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Corporate Photography.
Storytelling. Documentaries.
Officelife. Business. Portraits. 



ENGAGE PEOPLE WITH PEOPLE.

Storytelling imagery is a more powerful 
way to introduce a topic or to create 
awareness, because we do try to make 
connections towards stories we hear and 
can indentify with. Storytelling photo 
series help viewers to engage, because 
stories showcase philosophies and how 
they are applied in real life.

Storytelling.



NATALIA FOR SONOVA  

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL



01   Listening and enjoying live guitarre music
02   With her partner after morning sports
03   Shopping for fresh fruits at local market and chat with vendors



01   Team communication is essential to win the game
02   Natalia plays professional volleyball since 12 years
03   Powerful reactions

STORYTELLING
CLIENT BRIEF

Show natalia in a natural environment and her culture. 
Underline her passion for people, culture and sports and 
present her as a authentic and proud person.

To work with Natalia over a shoot time of 4 days was su-
perb. Her charisma and natural positive attitude really 
made this photoseries authentic and beautiful.



01   Big smile when musician friends surprise her 
02   Dancing along to samba group
03   Quite moments with her partner.



01   Enjoy the var view of Rio de Janeiro
02   Getting ready with her new dress for the evening



CHARLES FOR SONOVA

LOS ANGELES, US



01   Listen to old recordings
02   Playing in his lifelong jazz bar ‘The Lighthouse‘
03   Listen to Santa Monica waves.



STORYTELLING
CLIENT BRIEF

Story of Charles Owens, an american 
musician in his 70s, playing despite 
his hearing loss since a very young age 
saxophone and teaches how to live a 
meaningful life.

01   Teaches his grandson saxophone
02   Charles practices around 4-6 hours every day.



01   Charles in his garage, where he practices
02   Recording old Jazz hits at friends studio
03   Playing in front of ‘The Lighthouse’



ELLIE FOR SONOVA

OHIO, US



STORYTELLING
CLIENT BRIEF

Capture Ellie and her life full of activities, handled with 
care. Emphasize on the social aspects and her energy and will 
to take on multiple hobbies and businesses in the age of 17.

Ellie and I spent one day together, capturing her passions 
and hobbies. Its always a pleasure to portrait people with a 
natrual aura and a confident attitude, all you got to do is 
press the shutter in the right moments.

01   Prepares her hobby, to harvest honey
02   Listening to music and make honey candles
03   Fill containers with honey for sale



01   Listen to old recordings
02   Playing in his lifelong jazz bar ‘The Lighthouse‘
03   Listen to Santa Monica waves.



01   Watching TV with ther younger, also hearing impaired sibling
02   Social life is as usual as for any other teen her age



KEEP IT REAL.

Corporate usually has a very slick 
and clean style to it. For Florian 
Ritter its important to keep corporate 
imagery as authentic as possible, so 
the effect of imagery reaches beyond 
the content it carries. His imagery 
shows true engagement with people and 
matters.

Corporate.



HOMEDAY

BERLIN, GERMANY



CORPORATE

CLIENT BRIEF

Homeday wanted a professional yet warm
feeling to maionly attarct new talents.
The Shoot was set in very natural settings 
and I let the people just chat about their 
weirdest day in 2020. Laughs and fun 
guaranteed. Homeday real estate is located 
with offices in Köln and Berlin.

01   The all loved coporrate dog ‘snoof’
02   Diversity and Communication are key
03   Chat in the common space kitchen



01   Listening and enjoying live guitarre music
02   With her partner after morning sports
03   Shopping for fresh fruits at local market and chat with vendors



01   Listen to old recordings
02   Playing in his lifelong jazz bar ‘The Lighthouse‘
03   Listen to Santa Monica waves.



01   The bright friendly common space
02   Relax and Chill out vibes in common space



01   CFO in an interview
02   The mangement team



AUDIUM EXPERIENCE

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL



CORPORATE

CLIENT BRIEF

Photoline of customer visiting the shop and receive 
medical consultancy. Ensure a  clean, warm and friendly 
environment.

This was a super pro and fast shooting, because we had only 
45 minutes for a whole series of walk through, but with 
Bruna and her team and their professional work
attitude really helped a lot.

01   Customer in talk with employer
02   Testimonial entering the shop



01   Understanding the procedure
02   Treatments of customer
03   Consutlancy from a professional



WORLD OF HEARING

DORDRECHT, NETHERLANDS



CORPORATE
CLIENT BRIEF

Shop experience in Netherlands’ 
Dordrecht for customers. Focus 
on full spectrum of care and 
responsibility of clients.

01   Full Service of check up
02   Enjoying hearing experiences



OFFICE WORK FOR SONOVA  

SHANGHAI, CHINA



CORPORATE
CLIENT BRIEF

Create imagery around
focused, and friendly working 
environments. Bring People in 
foreground and make atmosphere 
warm and professional.

01   Quick Employer chat
02   Product testing meeting



01   Hearing Education Center in Suzhou
02   New customer approach
03   Workshop with colleagues



JZW CAR DEALERS

BEIJING, CHINA



CORPORATE

CLIENT BRIEF

JZW helps to improve trust 
between used car buy-
ers and sellers, being in 
between the process and 
verify the cars quality 
and price

01   Returning of car to customer
02   All App controlled check up
03   Head technician portrait



01   Car sale to customer
02   Handover car C2C



UNITRON

STÄFA, SWITZERLAND



CORPORATE

CLIENT BRIEF

Innovation workshops inhouse, 
showing international ideas com-
ing together in open minded and 
respectful attitude.

01   Product demonstration meeting
02   Detailed engaged conversation



01   Explainging USPs
02   Relaxed, yet professional conversation
03   Listening to customers and their experience



About.

From 2003 until 2006 Florian studied media design at 
the dual university in the south of Germany in Raven-
sburg. Parallel he worked in advertising as a junior 
art director and assistent to the Art Buying.

In 2007 he has decided to go deeper into photogra-
phy and went on a 18 months long photography journey 
around the world.

In 2009 to determine his carreer he moved to Shang-
hai and worked most of the times as a photographer 
and started additionally in 2010 his branding agency 
‘PRISMO’.

In Februrary 2017 he moved with his family to Ber-
lin and works as a photographer and brand strategy 
adviser.



FLORIAN@PFLOCK.COM
WECHAT: FLORIAN001
PHONE: +49 15150666743
WWW.PFLOCK.COM

GET IN TOUCH WITH FLORIAN
VIA EMAIL, WECHAT OR
PHONE: +49 1515 0666 743

EMAIL

INSTA WORLD

Thanks.

mailto:florian%40pflock.com?subject=Photographer%20Request
https://www.instagram.com/pflockrock/

